
We make room for you
when things get tight.

Your specialist for
the purchase of
industrial materials 
of all kinds

Flexible. Fast. Sustainable.



Who we are
We are an independently operating 
family business with a clear custo-
mer-oriented focus and lean structures.
We offer fast, flexible, tailor-made 
services that are designed for 
long-term business relation-
ships and sustainability.

We provide competent, holistic 
solutions for the management of 
industrial goods and industrial inven-
tories of all kinds. 

We specialise in:
    steady purchase of large inventories 
of industrial goods of all kinds
    dealing with overproduction, excess 
stock and unused industrial goods
    sustainability through the transfer of 
industrial goods into a second life cycle
    reliable, secure, flexible and individu-
ally tailored logistics support / trans-
ports Sustainability

Our commitment is to give 
your industrial materials a 
new life cycle.

In the 21st century, the guiding 
principle of sustainable development 
has gained particular relevance. It is 
the responsibility of society to take 
account of future generations. Thus, it 
is also our task to live up to this 
guiding principle. Our task is to 
provide industrial spare parts, such 
as electric motors, industrial controls, 
frequency converters, etc., with a 
second product life cycle. In doing so, 
we are a sustainable service provider 
for the global industry. We are 
responsible for transferring your 
discontinued assemblies or stored 
spare parts into a second product life 
cycle, thus keeping not only our, but 
above all your ecological footprint as 
low as possible.



We buy
     
     Electrical material
     Electric motors
     Geared motors
     Hydraulics
     Indramat
     Industrial goods
     Insolvency goods
     Bankruptcy goods
     Ball bearings
     Stock
     Clearance of stock
     Pneumatics
     Remaining stock
     Control cabinet
     SEW geared motors
     Siemens
     Special items
     Surplus stock
     Overproduction
     Tools

Sustainability

Our commitment is to give 
your industrial materials a 
new life cycle.

In the 21st century, the guiding 
principle of sustainable development 
has gained particular relevance. It is 
the responsibility of society to take 
account of future generations. Thus, it 
is also our task to live up to this 
guiding principle. Our task is to 
provide industrial spare parts, such 
as electric motors, industrial controls, 
frequency converters, etc., with a 
second product life cycle. In doing so, 
we are a sustainable service provider 
for the global industry. We are 
responsible for transferring your 
discontinued assemblies or stored 
spare parts into a second product life 
cycle, thus keeping not only our, but 
above all your ecological footprint as 
low as possible.

We buy your stock surplus. 
In any variety. Worldwide.

We offer you fast, individual and flexible services with the goal of your satisfacti-
on. The orientation towards your requirements enables us to offer you customized 
solutions that will convince you. Our clear customer orientation is reflected in our 
interest in long-term cooperation with you.

In detail, this means that we are happy to take care of large projects and handle 
the dismantling or clearing of large warehouses ourselves, as well as the remo-
val. We offer you the complete package without having to compromise.

Our Purchasing team is happy to help you!

Tel.:      +49 (431) 69 13 85 0
E-Mail:  einkauf@maas-import-export.de



Our guidelines

We make room for you
when things get tight.

Think of all the products, materials, 
industrial and capital goods that are 
currently unused or stored as dead capital 
have a negative impact on your balance 
sheet. No matter whether they come from 
your own production or from your 
warehouse, unused goods only generate 
costs that multiply in the long run.

Our team is happy to provide you with 
advice and assistance.

Logistics partner 
by our site
In case we are not able to be on site 
ourselves: Our partner will pick up the 
goods from you within 24 hours – from 
1 kg to 25,000 kg.
As a member of – IDS Systemlogistik, 

Petersen Mordhorst Logistics GmbH (PML) 
offers you comprehensive services. IDS 
trade logistics ensures that goods are 
collected from you on time and on demand. 
Modern information technology creates 
transparency. And the IDS network 
ensures nationwide coverage. Even in the 
smallest corner of the Federal Republic: 
one of our partners is guaranteed to be 
near you.



In addition, we would like to point out 
our strong presence in the Near and 
Middle East, which enables a market 
clearing of the product in Europe. In the 
process, we open up alternative sales 
markets for your unused warehouse 
capital.

References

Our cooperations and 
long-term partners

With us, you get a partner at your side 
who sees reliability and strong partner 
loyalty as the focus of cooperation. We 
trust in creating long-term coopera-
tions.
Due to our partnership we enable you:
    an increased flexibility, which 
enables you to adapt more quickly to 
new market requirements and further 
expand your competitive advantages
    a demand-driven inventory manage-
ment, which reduces your costs and 
supports the concentration/focus on 
the actual demand
    an increase in sales that takes into 
account the aspect of sustainability by 
converting your unused warehouse 
capital into liquidity and feeding these 
industrial materials into the second 
product life cycle
    an expansion of your opportunities, 
where a rapid increase in “cash flow” 
provides the opportunity for necessary 
and new investments, instead of a 
costly and time-consuming scrapping.



MAAS IMPORT EXPORT

Business owner: Dirk Michael Maas
Rendsburger Landstraße 454
D-24111 Kiel

Tel.:           +49 (431) 69 13 85 0
24/7 Tel.:  +49 (152) 02 60 60 60
Fax:           +49 (431) 69 13 85 5
E-Mail:       info@maas-import-export.de
                  einkauf@maas-import-export.de

Öffnungszeiten:

Mo. - Th.   07:00 - 16:00 Uhr
Fr.              07:00 - 14:00 Uhr

Development 
and perspectives
1996
Dirk Maas founds the company MAAS IMPORT-EXPORT in Kiel 
on April 23rd

1997
Expansion of the storage capacity to 500 m² in the new external warehouse in 
the state capital Kiel. In the same year the move to new offices in Kiel takes 
place

1998
New offices and extension of the warehouse to 1000 m²

1999
In this year the cooperation with the logistics partner Petersen Mordhorst 
Logistics begins

2004
The first framework agreements with industrial partners were created, which 
paved the way for long-term cooperations

2009
Once again the storage capacity is doubled to now 1000 m²

2013
The growth of the company continues and a new headquarters with 6000 m² 
of space is developed

2016
Consolidation of long-term framework contracts with industrial and auto-
motive companies

2018
Expansion of the storage capacity of the Container Freight Center in 
Hamburg to 800 m²

2023
Planning of a new building on an area of 10000 m²


